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Abstract
We prove that for each locally α-presentable category K there exists a regular cardinal γ

such that any α-accessible functor out of K (into another locally α-presentable category) is
continuous if and only if it preserves γ -small limits; as a consequencewe obtain a new adjoint
functor theorem specific to theα-accessible functors out ofK. Afterwardswe generalize these
results to the enriched setting and deduce, among other things, that a small V-category is
accessible if and only if it is Cauchy complete.

Keywords Locally presentable categories · Enriched categories · Continuous functors ·
Adjoint functor theorems

Mathematics Subject Classification 18C35 · 18D20 · 18A35 · 18A40

1 Introduction

The theory of locally presentable categories has been thoroughly studied and developed since
it was first introduced in [7]. There are manyways in which locally presentable categories can
be described (see for instance [1]); most directly one can say that, given a regular cardinal α, a
categoryK is locallyα-presentable if it is cocomplete and freely generated by a small category
under α-filtered colimits; a category that satisfies only the latter condition is instead called α-
accessible. It is a standard result that the locally α-presentable categories can alternatively be
characterized as thoseα-accessible categories that are also complete. Because of this variety of
characterizations, different notions of morphisms between them have been considered in the
literature. Herewe define amorphism between locallyα-presentable categories to consist of a
functor which is continuous (preserves all small limits) and α-accessible (preserves α-filtered
colimits); these, together with the natural transformations, identifies a 2-category that we call
Lpα . Alternatively one could define a morphism between locally α-presentable categories
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938 G. Tendas

to be a cocontinuous functor which preserves the α-presentable objects; this describes a
2-category biequivalent to Lpopα .

The aim of this paper is to give a characterization of the morphisms out of a locally
α-presentable category K ∈ Lpα in terms of those that preserve γ -small limits, for some
determined γ . More specifically we prove that for any locally α-presentable categoryK there
exists a regular cardinal γ such that anα-accessible F : K → L, withL locallyα-presentable,
is continuous if and only if it preserves all γ -small limits (Theorem 2.9). The choice of γ

depends entirely on the category Kα (see Remark 2.10).
This result can also be interpreted as a new adjoint functor theorem for α-accessible

functors out of a locally α-presentable category. The “ur-adjoint functor theorem” says that
if a category K has all (possibly large) limits and U : K → L preserves them, then U has
a left adjoint. When K only has small limits (as usually happens), then one invokes Freyd’s
general adjoint functor theorem, which requiresU to be continuous and to satisfy in addition
the solution set condition; this is the case in particular whenK and L are locally presentable,
andU is a continuous and accessible functor. Then our Theorem 2.11 says that the condition
on continuity can be weakened to γ -continuity (for some γ ) when we restrict to the locally
α-presentable case.

In Sect. 2 we introduce the necessary background notions, prove the main result, and then
give a few applications including the new adjoint theorem mentioned above. Then, in Sect. 3
we prove an enriched version of the main result based on the notion of locally presentable
V-category introduced in [9]. We obtain again an adjoint functor theorem specialized to the
α-accessible case (Theorem3.4), andmoreoverwe prove that a smallV-category is accessible
(in the sense of [6]) if and only if it is Cauchy complete (Theorem 3.7).

2 The Set Case

2.1 Background

We assume the reader to be familiar with the notions of locally presentable categories and
accessible functors between them, standard references for this are [13] and [1].

Definition 2.1 Let α be a regular cardinal; we say that a functor M : Cop → Set is α-flat if its
left Kan extension LanY M : [C,Set] → Set along the Yoneda embedding is α-continuous.
We say that M is Cauchy if LanY M is continuous.

We are calling a functor continuous if it preserves all small limits, and α-continuous if it
preserves all the α-small ones. Then one can say equivalently that M is Cauchy if and only if
it is α-flat for every α (indeed LanY M is continuous if and only if it preserves α-small limits
for each regular cardinal α).

In the result below we consider the category of elements El(M) associated to a functor
M : Cop → Set; this comes together with a projection π : El(M) → C (note that in the
literature there are two dual notions of categories of elements, the projection π univocally
identifies the one we consider).

The following is a standard characterization of flat functors:

Proposition 2.2 [1] For a functor M : Cop → Set the following are equivalent:

(1) M is α-flat;
(2) LanY M : [C,Set] → Set preserves all α-small colimits of representables;
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On Continuity of Accessible Functors 939

(3) El(M) is α-filtered;
(4) M is an α-filtered colimit of representables.

If C is α-cocomplete, these are further equivalent to:

(5) M is α-continuous.

This in turn says that M : Cop → Set is Cauchy if and only if its category of elements
El(M) is absolute; meaning that El(M)-colimits are absolute colimits, and that M itself is
an absolute colimit of representables.

The following Lemma appeared in the enriched context as [12, Lemma 2.7], we provide
a proof (in the ordinary setting) for completeness.

Lemma 2.3 Let J : B → C and M : Bop → Set be two functors; then:

(1) if M is α-flat then LanJop M is;
(2) if J is fully faithful and LanJop M is α-flat then M is α-flat as well.

The same holds when replacing α-flat by Cauchy.

Proof By definition a functorM isα-flat if its left Kan extension along theYoneda embedding
LanY M : [B,Set] → Set, is α-continuous. Note that the triangle below commutes;

[B,Set]

[C,Set] Set

[J , Set] LanY M

LanY ′ (LanJop M)

where Y ′ is the Yoneda embedding for Cop (this can easily be seen in terms of weighted
colimits). As a consequence if M is α-flat then so is LanJop M since [J ,Set] is continuous.
Conversely, if J is fully faithful and LanJop M is α-flat, then

LanY M ∼= LanY M ◦ id[B,Set]
∼= LanY M ◦ [J ,Set] ◦ RanJ
∼= LanY ′(LanJop M) ◦ RanJ

where id[B,Set] ∼= [J ,Set] ◦ RanJ since J is fully faithful. It follows that LanY M is α-
continuous because LanY ′(LanJop M) is (by assumption) and RanJ is continuous.

The last assertion is now a consequence ofwhat we have already proven sinceM is Cauchy
if and only if it is α-flat for every α. ��

Note that another way to prove the result abovewould be by using the category of elements
and Proposition 2.2. In that case it would be enough to observe that (1) if D is α-filtered
and H : D → E is final then E is α-filtered too, and (2) if E is α-filtered and H : D → E is
fully faithful and final, thenD is α-filtered (see Example 1.o on page 63 of [1]). However we
prefer to keep a more formal approach.

2.2 The Result

We start this section by recalling the notion of α-small functor:

Definition 2.4 [9, 4.1] A functor M : Cop → Set is called α-small if C is an (essentially)
α-small category and M lands in Setα .
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940 G. Tendas

Note that, assuming we are given an α-small category C, to say that M : Cop → Set is
α-small is the same as saying that it is α-presentable as an object of [Cop,Set].

The result below first appeared (with a different choice of γ ) in the proof of [13, Theo-
rem 2.2.2].

Lemma 2.5 Let C be such that C(B,C) is β-small for any B and C, and let γ > β. Then any
γ -flat functor M : Cop → Set lands in Setβ . If moreover C has less than γ objects, then M
is γ -small.

Proof Assume that M doesn’t land in Setβ ; then we can find C ∈ C and a family (xi ∈
M(C))i<β of cardinality β where the xi are all distinct. Since M is γ -flat, its category of
elements El(M) is γ -filtered. Now, the xi form a γ -small family of objects of El(M); thus
there exists y ∈ MD and morphisms fi : C → D in C such that M( fi )(y) = xi for any
i < β. But by hypothesis the fi can’t all be be distinct; contradicting the fact that all the xi
actually are. ��

Lemma 2.6 Every α-small and α-flat functor is Cauchy.

Proof Let M : Cop → Set be α-small and α-flat. Consider the free completion �†
αC of C

under α-small limits, this comes together with the inclusion J : C → �†
αC. Since M is

α-small, El(M) is an essentially α-small category; thus we can consider the limit

X := lim(El(M)
π−→ C J−→ �†

αC)

in �†
αC. Next we prove that LanJ M is isomorphic to the representable �†

αC(X ,−): since M
is α-flat the Kan extension LanJ M is α-flat too (by Lemma 2.3) and hence α-continuous;
therefore it’s enough to prove that LanJ M and �†

αC(X ,−) coincide when restricted to C:

�†
αC(X , J−) ∼= �†

αC(lim
x

(J ◦ πx), J−)

∼= colim
x

�†
αC(J◦πx, J−)

∼= colim
x

C(πx,−)

∼= M(−)

∼= LanJM (J−) (1)

as required, where (1) holds since �†
αC(−, JC) is α-cocontinuous for any C ∈ C (property

of the free completion). It follows that LanJ M is representable, and hence a Cauchy weight
(the left Kan extension of a representable functor along Yoneda is an evaluation map, and
hence is continuous); by Lemma 2.3 then M is Cauchy as well. ��

Remark 2.7 This Lemma is true more generally for a sound class D as in [2]: if M is such
that El(M) is at the same time in D and D-filtered, then M is Cauchy.

As a consequence:

Corollary 2.8 Let C be a small category and γ be a regular cardinal as in the last part of
Lemma 2.5. Then every γ -flat functor M : Cop → Set is Cauchy.

Proof This is a direct consequence of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. ��
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On Continuity of Accessible Functors 941

In short, it’s enough to take γ = β+, where β is such that C is β-small, but the description
given in the Corollary above might provide a smaller cardinal. For example taking K = Set
and α = ℵ0, since Set f is ℵ1-small, then we can certainly consider γ = ℵ2; however the
hypotheses of Lemma 2.5 provide a better γ , in fact we can actually choose γ = ℵ1 (since
Set f has countably many objects and the hom-sets are all finite).

We can now prove the main result of this section:

Theorem 2.9 Let K be locally α-presentable. There exists a regular cardinal γ for which
every α-accessible and γ -continuous F : K → L, with L locally α-presentable, is in fact
continuous.

Proof Let γ be the one given in Corollary 2.8 for C = Kop
α , and denote by J : Kα ↪→ K the

inclusion.
Notice that a functor F : K → L as above is continuous if and only if L(A, F−) is such

for any A ∈ Lα . Since L(A, F−) is still α-accessible and preserves all the limits that F
preserves, we can assume without loss of generality L = Set. Therefore, we are given an α-
accessible and γ -continuous F : K → Set, andwe need to prove that it is actually continuous.
Since F is α-accessible, it is the left Kan extension of its restriction F J : Kα → Set; as a
consequence the following triangles commute (up to isomorphism),

[Kop
α ,Set]

K Set

Kα

K(J , 1)

J

LanY (F J )

F

F J

where the vertical composite is the Yoneda embedding Y : Kα → [Kop
α ,Set], and K(J , 1)

is continuous since it identifies K with the α-continuous functors out of Kop
α . Now, F is γ -

continuous by hypothesis; thus LanY (F J ) preserves γ -small limits of representables (these
being γ -small limits in K) and hence F J is γ -flat by Proposition 2.2. By our choice of γ , it
follows from Corollary 2.8 that F J is Cauchy and thus LanY (F J ) is continuous. Therefore
F is continuous being the composite of two continuous functors. ��
Remark 2.10 The optimal regular cardinal γ provided by our proofs is one for which:

• Kα has less than γ objects (up to isomorphism);
• there exists β such that γ > β > #K(X , Y ) for each X , Y ∈ Kα .

By taking K = Set, α = ℵ0, and γ = ℵ1 (thanks to the comments above the Theorem),
it follows that a finitary functor F : Set → Set is continuous if and only if it preserves
countable products and equalizers.

2.3 Some Applications

2.3.1 An(other) Adjoint Functor Theorem

Freyd’s general adjoint functor theorem says that if K is complete and F : K → L is con-
tinuous and satisfies the solution set condition, then it has a left adjoint. In the context
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942 G. Tendas

of locally presentable categories this implies that every continuous and accessible functor
between locally presentable categories has a left adjoint [1, Theorem 1.66]. Our result is a
specialization of this to the case of α-accessible functors:

Theorem 2.11 Let K be locally α-presentable. There exists a regular cardinal γ such that
for any α-accessible U : K → L, with L locally α-presentable, the following are equivalent:

(1) U has a left adjoint;
(2) U is γ -continuous.

Note that γ can be chosen again as in Remark 2.10.

2.3.2 Dualizable Modules

Let K = R-Mod be the monoidal category of R-modules for a commutative ring R, and
α = ℵ0. Then we can use Theorem 2.9 to characterize the dualizable R-modules (that is, the
dualizable objects of R-Mod); these can also be described as the finitely generated projective
R-modules.

First let’s focus on the optimal choice of γ :

• if R if finite, then R-Mod f has countably many objects and its hom-sets are all finite; so
we can choose γ = ℵ1;

• if α = #R is infinite, then R-Mod has countably many objects but its hom-sets have
cardinality α. Thus we can take γ = α++.

Let M be an R-module; then M is dualizable if and only if the functor M⊗−: R-Mod →
R-Mod is continuous (it should actually be continuous as an enriched R-Mod-functor, but
these are equivalent conditions, see also Sect. 3.1.2). Since every functor M ⊗ − is cocon-
tinuous (and hence finitary), a consequence of Theorem 2.9 is:

Proposition 2.12 An R-module M is dualizable if and only if it is flat and M ⊗ − preserves
γ -small products.

For a finite R this is saying that M needs to be flat and M ⊗− needs to preserve countable
products. Note however that the choice of γ is not optimal in general: for R = Z it’s enough
to take γ = ℵ1 (easy to check), while by the results above we are only given γ = ℵ2.

This result about dualizable modules seems to be new, as far as the author knows. A result
which is similar in style (but different in content) can be found in [3]. There Bass proves that
any projective R-module that satisfies some conditions involving a fixed cardinal is actually
free; instead we prove that any flat R-module that satisfies some (other) conditions involving
a fixed cardinal is actually dualizable.

2.3.3 Recognising the˛-Presentables

Let K be a locally α-presentable category for which Kα is α-complete. Let ̂K := Indα(Kop
α )

be the free cocompletion of Kop
α under α-filtered colimits, so that ̂K � α-Cont(Kα,Set);

denote by H : Kα → K and J : Kop
α → ̂K the inclusions. Thenwe can consider the following

composite:

K α-Cont(Kop
α ,Set) α-Filt(̂K,Set)

K(H , 1) LanJ
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On Continuity of Accessible Functors 943

where K(H , 1) is actually an equivalence, and α-Filt(̂K,Set) is the full subcategory of
[̂K,Set] spanned by the functors that preserve α-filtered colimits (which is equivalent to
[Kop

α ,Set]). Note that LanJ is fully faithful and its essential image is given by those α-
accessible functors which are also α-continuous.

Call the composite of these G : K → α-Filt(̂K,Set). It’s easy to see that if X ∈ Kα

then GX ∼= ̂K(X ,−) is representable and hence continuous; vice versa if F : ̂K → Set is
continuous and preserves α-filtered colimits then F ∼= ̂K(X ,−) for some X ∈ ̂Kα � Kop

α ;
thus F ∼= GX . Let now γ be as in Remark 2.10, then:

Proposition 2.13 An object X of K is α-presentable if and only if GX preserves γ -small
products.

Proof Use the results above and Theorem 2.9, plus the fact that GX preserves γ -small limits
if and only if it preserves γ -small products (since it already preserves finite limits). ��

As an example, consider α = ℵ0 and K = Bool the category of boolean algebras and
morphisms between them. Now, since Bool f � Setopf , it follows that B̂ool = Set; moreover
for any B ∈ Bool the functor GB : Set → Set defined above can be described as the one
sending a set X to the set

GB(X) = { f : X → B of finite support |
∨

i

f i = 1 and f i ∧ f j = 0 ∀i �= j}

since this preserves filtered colimits and, with this definition of G, we have GB(X) ∼=
Bool(2X , B) for any finite set X . Then by Remark 2.10 we can choose γ = ℵ1, and hence
the proposition above says that a boolean algebra B is finite if and only if the functor GB
preserves countable products. The endofunctorGB is actually amonad onSetwhose algebras
are the B-sets (see [4] where GB(X) is denoted by X [B]∗).

3 The Enriched Case

We now fix V = (V0,⊗, I ) to be a symmetric monoidal closed and locally presentable
category, and consider α0 such that V is locally presentable as a closed category in the sense
of [9] (such α0 exists by [10, Proposition 2.4]). From now on every cardinal will be assumed
to be greater or equal to α0.

We follow the terminology of [8] for general enriched concepts, and we assume the reader
to be familiar with the notion of locally presentable V-category as well as that of α-small
weighted limit, introduced in [9]. Accordingly, we say that a V-functor is α-continuous if it
preserves all the α-small weighted limits.

Then we can immediately generalize Theorem 2.9 to the enriched setting:

Theorem 3.1 LetK be a locally α-presentable V-category. There exists a regular cardinal γ
for which every α-accessible and γ -continuous F : K → L, with L locally α-presentable, is
in fact continuous.

Proof It’s enough to consider γ as in Theorem 2.9 for K0, which is locally α-presentable as
an ordinary category.

Indeed, if F is γ -continuous in the weighted sense, then F0 : K0 → L0 is γ continuous as
an ordinary functor, and hence continuous by Theorem 2.9. It follows then that F preserves
all conical limits and powers by γ -presentable objects. This is enough to ensure that F is
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944 G. Tendas

continuous since each object of V is a conical colimit of γ -presentable ones, thus each power
in K is a conical limit of powers by γ -presentables, which are preserved by F . ��

The notion of α-flat and α-small V-functor has been considered in the enriched setting
again in [9], where the ordinary α-small limits were replaced by the α-small weighted ones.
So that M : Cop → V is called α-flat if LanY M : [C,V] → V is α-continuous; while it
is called α-small if C has less than α objects (up to isomorphism), C(C, D) ∈ Vα for any
C, D ∈ C, and M lands in Vα .

Cauchy V-functors have also been widely used and, like in the ordinary setting, can be
characterized as those V-functors whose left Kan extension along the Yoneda embedding is
continuous, as well as those that are weights for absolute colimits (see for example [11, 14]).

We are now ready to deduce the enriched analogue of Corollary 2.8.

Corollary 3.2 Let C be a smallV-category; then there exists γ such that every γ -flatV-functor
M : Cop → V is Cauchy.

Proof The weight M is γ -flat if and only if LanY M : [C,V] → V is γ -continuous, and is
Cauchy if and only if LanY M is continuous. Thus it’s enough to take γ as in Theorem 3.1
for K = [C,V], α = α0, and F = LanY M (which is cocontinuous, and hence α-accessible).

��
Note also that Lemma 2.6 has an enriched version:

Lemma 3.3 Every α-small and α-flat weight is Cauchy.

Proof Let M : C → V be α-small and α-flat. Consider the free completion �†
αC of C under

α-small weighted limits, this comes together with the inclusion J : C → �†
αC. Since M is

α-small we can consider the limit X : = {M, J } in �†
αC. Then we prove that LanJ M is

isomorphic to the representable �†
αC(X ,−): since M is α-flat the Kan extension LanJ M is

α-flat too and henceα-continuous; therefore it’s enough to prove that LanJ M and�†
αC(X ,−)

coincide when restricted to C:
�†

αC(X , J−) ∼= �†
αC({M, J }, J−)

∼= M�∗�†
αC(J�, J−)

∼= M�∗C(�,−)

∼= M(−).

Since also LanJ M restricts to M we are done. It follows that LanJ M is a Cauchy weight
(since every representable functor is); by [12, Lemma 2.7] then M is Cauchy too. ��

3.1 Some Applications

3.1.1 An(other) Adjoint Functor Theorem

As in the ordinary case we obtain an adjoint functor theorem specialized to the α-accessible
V-functors. This is again a consequence of Theorem 3.1 and of the fact that every continuous
and accessible V-functor between locally presentable V-categories has a left adjoint [6,
Theorem 8.6].

Theorem 3.4 Let K be a locally α-presentable V-category. There exists a regular cardinal
γ such that for any α-accessible V-functor U : K → L, with L locally α-presentable, the
following are equivalent:
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On Continuity of Accessible Functors 945

(1) U has a left adjoint;
(2) U is γ -continuous.

Note that γ can be chosen again as in Remark 2.10 for K0.

3.1.2 Dualizable Objects

Recall that an object X ∈ V is called dualizable if there exist X∗ ∈ V and morphisms
ηX : I → X ⊗ X∗ and εX : X∗ ⊗ X → I , called unit and counit respectively, satisfying the
triangle equalities. Equivalently, since V is closed, X is dualizable if and only if there exists
X∗ ∈ V such that X ⊗ − ∼= [X∗,−]: V0 → V0. By [11, Section 6], this is equivalent to
X ⊗ − being continuous. Then a direct application of Theorem 3.1 to F = M ⊗ − gives:

Proposition 3.5 There exists a regular cardinal γ such that an object X ∈ V is dualizable if
and only if X ⊗ −: V → V is γ -continuous.

The following is an application of Lemma 3.3:

Proposition 3.6 Let V be locally α-presentable as a closed category. An object X ∈ V is
dualizable if and only if:

1. X is α-presentable;
2. X is α-flat, or equivalently X ⊗ − is α-continuous.

3.1.3 Small AccessibleV-Categories

As an application of the main Theorem we can prove a generalization of [1, Proposition 2.6]
which shows that a small ordinary category is accessible if and only if it has splittings of
idempotents, or, equivalently, if it is Cauchy complete.

In the enriched context there are two main notions of accessibility; here we consider the
one introduced in [5, 6], where a V-category is called accessible if it is freely generated by a
small V-category under α-flat weighted colimits, for some α. Equivalently, A is accessible
if and only if A � α-Flat(Cop,V) for some small V-category C and a regular cardinal α [6,
Theorem 5.3], where α-Flat(Cop,V) is the full subcategory of [Cop,V] spanned by the α-flat
V-functors.

On the other hand, recall that a V-category is called Cauchy complete if it has all colimits
weighted by Cauchy V-functors; this is equivalent to saying that every Cauchy ϕ : Cop → V
is representable. We are now ready to prove:

Theorem 3.7 A small V-category is accessible if and only if it is Cauchy complete.

Proof Every accessibleV-category isCauchy complete by [6, Corollary 5.5]. For the opposite
direction consider any Cauchy complete and small V-category C. By Corollary 3.2 we can
find γ such that every γ -flat V-functor M : Cop → V is Cauchy. Since C is Cauchy complete,
this means that every γ -flat weight out of Cop is representable; therefore C � γ -Flat(Cop,V)

is accessible. ��
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